Introduction
Iterative algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) type algorithms produce superior image quality for CBCT and CT reconstructions over the popular filtered-back-projection (FBP) based approaches but are too slow for real-time clinical applications. To accelerate the ART-type algorithms, GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)-accelerated ART reconstruction has been explored using texture mapping and shading language [1] . The introduction of NVIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) further simplifies the GPU programming for accelerating ART reconstruction using general-purpose computing tasks [2, 3] . Recently OpenCL (Open Computing Language) has emerged as a competitive interface for programming GPUs as it offers the portability across CPU, GPU, and other processors from different vendors while CUDA is specific to NVIDIA GPUs. The purpose of this study is to employ the OpenCL architecture to accelerate simultaneous ART (SART) by parallelizing the most timeconsuming forward and back projections using NVIDIA C2050 General-Purpose GPU (GPGPU).
Method and Materials:
Projection Data Acquisition: The poly-energetic forward projection images were acquired based on the energy spectrum of the interested x-ray source for digital phantoms constructed by segmenting the anatomical CT images into different tissue types and assigning each tissue type with the attenuation coefficients (/) for different x-ray energies from the NIST / table [4] . We used Siddon's ray-trace method [5] to calculate chord lengths through the attenuation phantom along the path from the x-ray source to each detector pixel. A line connecting the x-ray source and the center of each detector pixel defines a ray that traverses voxels.
SART Reconstruction:
The SART algorithm [6] solves the linear system using iterative techniques without direct matrix inversion. The reconstruction process performs a sequence of forward and backprojections iteratively until the reconstruction volume fits almost all collected projection images or the process reaches the stopping criteria. Each iteration contains three main steps: one forward projection, difference image computation and two backprojections, among which the forward projection and backprojections are the most computationally demanding parts. Both forward projector and backprojector are ray-driven.
Parallel Processing:
We partitioned the poly-energetic projection workloads using task parallelism (TP) and data parallelism (DP) and scheduled them in a parallel computing ecosystem consisting of CPU (Dell Precision T7500) and GPGPU (NVIDIA Tesla C2050) using OpenCL only. An OpenCL program consists of two parts: kernels that execute on one or more devices and a host program that executes on the host. OpenCL defines an index space called NDRange (the grid on CUDA) on devices. Each point in the index space is called a work-item. When the host program submits a kernel to a device, an instance of the kernel (a thread) executes for each work-item. Workitems are organized into work-groups at coarse-grained level, each of which is scheduled to one compute unit (CU) independently. Because C2050's smallest execution unit is a warp, the work-group size should be a multiple of 32 for best performance. DP is supported by mapping each work-item to one or more data element(s). Since both forward projector and backprojector have many operations, we scheduled their kernels on GPGPU using DP so that all C2050's CUs could run some of the 4096 work-groups in parallel. Because there is no data dependency for the line integral accumulated on each detector pixel, we assigned each GPU work-item to compute the line integral along each ray in parallel (single-work-item-for-single-ray).
Experiment:
We conducted numerical experiments to test our OpenCL-based implementation. Poly-energetic projection data (512×512) for the Mohan 4 MV energy spectrum were simulated each degree for 360 gantry angles for a digital head-and-neck phantom. These projection data were then fed into the SART algorithm for CBCT reconstruction of 256×256×256 volume.
Results
The GPGPU computation time including the kernel launch time, kernel running time and data transfer time to/from GPU was 42 ms for forward projection and 95 ms for back-projection. Each SART iteration took 101 s on GPGPU in comparison to 7195 s on a single-threaded CPU. The proposed method achieved a ~71-times speedup. The relative difference of the reconstructed images as shown in Figure 1 between the CPU-based and OpenCL/GPGPUbased implementations was on the order of 10 -5 and virtually indistinguishable.
We have successfully implemented the SART algorithm on GPGPU using OpenCL and significantly reduced the reconstruction time to a level that's almost suitable for real-time clinical applications. We plan to further optimize the parallelization strategy to speed it up to ~1 minute for four SART iterations using multi-work-items-for-multirays [7] or multiple GPUs. (I)
